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‘How to help your child revise’

Session aims:
- Equip you with some knowledge of  useful revision strategies 
- Signpost you to where to access support.
- Support you in how to maintain your child’s engagement in their 

revision
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Students want to succeed, we want them to succeed 
and so do you!

• Success will give them choices and with choice comes more chance of 
happiness

• But revision is boring and there are endless distractions

• Students may not be engaged and this can lead to conflict or stress.
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What we’ve done so far...
• Back on focus day 2, students participated in ‘how to revise’ workshops. 

They were given revision packs, highlighters, pens etc. and taught effective 
ways to revise in targeted group sessions. This happened pre-trial exams

• Since then, they have been able to access revision lists on Showbie (shared 
with you today) to guide revision as well as other resources from individual 
teachers

• Teachers are setting homework which is focused on revision/exam practice, 
but this revision needs to be tangible.

• Tutorial sessions are based on revision so that students can maximise their 
time at school

• Lunch and after school CLASS sessions available throughout year
• Curriculums have been planned out so that there is time to look again at 

content
• Easter revision sessions planned in a range of subjects to support your child
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However, exams at GCSE are harder 
than they have ever been. For 
example, in humanities subjects, A 
Level work has been pulled down into 
GCSE; in maths, students face a higher 
proportion of grade 7, 8 and 9 
questions; in English, coursework has 
been abolished and students are not 
allowed to bring texts into the exam 
with them.

Though we as a school are doing as 
much as we can to help students 
through, it isn’t enough.



What are your child’s  BARRIERS?



Their Phone...

The average teenager in the UK spends a 
whopping 6 hours a day online at the 
weekend and 3 hours a day online 
midweek.

In one week, this adds up to a frankly 
distressing 27 hours a week. To put that 
into perspective, a child only has 25 
hours of lessons a week. Just imagine 
the improvement in their academic 
performance if they adjusted this 
balance! 

Key Advice?

‘If you are revising in the 
same room as your 
phone, you are not 
revising’



Netflix/Amazon Video/Now 
TV/Youtube

Breaks are advised during revision, but 
be careful. It is incredibly easy to get 
lost in a binge watch of a TV series. 
Encourage your child to be clearer about 
timings of breaks so they DON’T GET 
TRAPPED!

Key Advice?

If family and parents know when 
their child is taking a break they can 
give them a nudge if they’re taking 
too long.

Also, consider trying to get them 
outside instead! After revision, a little 
air is probably a better way to clear 
your head.



Where you revise

The place they revise needs to be a little 
revision haven - make it comfortable, quiet 
and they’ll want to be there more! Ask 
yourself these questions:

• Will they be disturbed too much?
• Are there too many temptations around?
• Will they work better if they’re 

downstairs, away from distraction?
• Is there a flat space where they can lay 

out work comfortably?
• How can I make is more physically 

comfortable?

Key Advice?
If you have a noisier house, consider 
other spaces: grandparents’ houses, 
school, the library. Perhaps consider 
giving them a little time where they 
are uninterrupted.



Time Organisation

A teen’s life is very busy and sometimes 
they feel they don’t have the time to 
revise. The general advice suggests that 
students should be doing at least 2 hours 
a night on a school night and at least 5 
hours a day on non school days. This time 
should be broken up. 

On weekends and holidays, children could 
break up the time into hourly chunks.

Key Advice?
Yes, time spent revising is important, 
but so is allowing the body to recover 
to be ready for learning the following 
day. If you suspect your child is 
gaming on a night or chatting with 
friends instead of getting much 
needed sleep, think carefully about 
wifi access and phone access at 
night.





Revision: A Sensible Approach 
 Plan time - revision should be the priority BUT short
 breaks are important too.  Children should reward themselves for their 
revision but get the balance right.

Light exercise and a healthy diet help. Yoga is a good option and videos can 
be found on YouTube. Going for a walk can also help to clear the mind and 
calm any nerves.

They shouldn’t revise right up until they go to bed. The brain needs some 
time to switch off! 

Feeling stressed or anxious? (This technique works when you are in an exam 
too!) Close your eyes and focus on your breathing. This can be breathing out for 
the count of 7 and breath in for 3, do this 6 times and it could give you some 
clarity. This is a good website with some extra ideas and information. 
http://www.selfication.com/health/how-to-practice-mindfulness/

http://www.selfication.com/health/how-to-practice-mindfulness/


Not knowing HOW to revise

Even if you get rid of all the other barriers, if you 
don’t know HOW to revise, you won’t get them most 
out of your revision sessions.

Active Revision Passive Revision

● Creating graphic organisers to explore your 
understanding

● Writing expanded notes from work done in lessons
● Condensing notes to summarise your learning
● Writing revision cards to condense notes
● Creating mindmaps to make links between ideas 

and topics
● Completing past papers and essay practice

● Rereading your notes
● Copying out your notes
● Reading revision guides 

and textbooks
● Highlighting your notes



Real revision means you have to DO 
something...reading is NOT revision



Effective Types of Revision

There are many ways of condensing notes from resources like Showbie and 
GCSE Pod, exercise books and revision books. 

• Revision cards
• Dual Coding
• Mind-mapping
• Cornell Notes
• Quizzes
• Split Page Method
• Past paper practice

Today we’ll be looking at a few of these to help your child in their revision. 
Before we do, though, let’s see where they can reach their revision. 



Cornell Note Taking

Cornell Note Taking is 
an excellent way of 
condensing your notes 
and ensuring your 
remember the most 
important ideas on a 
concept.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErSjc1PEGKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErSjc1PEGKE


1. FOCUS OR TITLE

2. NOTES ON THE TOPIC
3. MAIN 
IDEAS, 
QUESTIONS, 
FACTS TERMS

4. CONCISE SUMMARY



Dual Coding

Dual coding sound 
more complex than 
it is: simply put, 
the theory suggests 
that you remember 
something better if 
it’s presented to 
you in two 
different ways.
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Mind Maps
Research shows that Mind Mapping can help children recall words more effectively than 
using lists, with improvements in memory of up to 32%.

A Good Mindmap?

● Has a clear process
● Has detail
● Is organised
● Is visually clear



Poor Mindmaps



My 
Mindmap



Adding analytical detail and 
explanations in a different 
colour is key. You can also 
make links between your 
ideas.

This process is not quick. The 
example I’m showing you today 
took over 2 hours. 





•Revision needs to be balanced using a range of media stimulus.

•The iPad can do a LOT more than Showbie.

•We are so lucky to have these devices.

•The key to success with the iPad is to use it to vary revision.











Seneca Learning









To summarise...

Active Revision Passive Revision

● Creating graphic organisers to explore your 
understanding

● Writing expanded notes from work done in lessons
● Condensing notes to summarise your learning
● Writing revision cards to condense notes
● Creating mindmaps to make links between ideas 

and topics
● Completing past papers and essay practice

● Rereading your notes
● Copying out your notes
● Reading revision guides 

and textbooks
● Highlighting your notes
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Participate where possible - in particular in the testing part once the learning has been done

Look at your child’s pack and familiarise yourself with what’s coming up - their subject 
checklists and timetable will be included in this


